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Abstract

It is widely believed that nothing unites India more than Cricket and Bollywood. Indian spending on foreign travel has increased to four fold as compared to that in the year 2000. While entire Europe and USA are still struggling to come out of recession, as per an estimate, Indian travellers are expected to grow to 50 million from 9 million. These statistics have enticed tourism boards across the world to find multiple avenues to have maximum share of this ever growing pie. Indian middle class is riding high on its growing affluence, and is exploring new locales and destinations to satisfy its craving for the distinct holiday experience. Indian outbound market is sending strong growth signals to the Tourism Boards and National Tourism Boards (NTBs) globally, who have been experimenting for novel ways to tap this market within their restricted resources. Recent studies by global researchers have established the positive influence of films, on people’s travel decisions, especially to the respective locations and destinations featured on the silver screen. With its glossy and larger than life portrayal in the films, some of these destinations have successfully captured the imagination of movie goers and enticed them to visit the places where films are believed to be shot. Unlike the promotional films made for tourism boards, films are considered more authentic as coming
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from a third party, hence portrayed with a neutral approach. Through this paper, we have tried addressing the concerns in quantifying the impact of film-induced tourism. We have also covered the factors responsible for hindrance or limiting the impact on destination promotion, which was shown in the particular film.
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**Introduction**

Have you ever experienced an urge to visit the magnificent locales by watching it on silver screen? As per some recent research done in UK, films have been seen as a medium which can influence the destination choice for travellers. As per Macionis and Sparks (2009),

> It is possible to speculate that film tourists may be motivated by elements of escape, romance and fantasy, or even a sense of vicarious experience. Cinematic images may influence consumer decision-making processes in terms of motivating visitation to film locations.

Film tourism has been heralded as a positive outcome from destinations featuring in film (Tooke & Baker, 1996; Riley, et al., 1998; Busby & Klug, 2001; Croy & Walker, 2003; Beeton, 2005; Hudson & Ritchie, 2006; O’Conner, *et al.* 2008; Cynthia & Beeton, 2009; Croy, 2010).

Suggested methods to manage film tourism impacts include, increased communication between the Destination Management Organisations (DMOs) and the film industry to promote a cohesive destination image (Bolan & Williams, 2008; O’Conner, *et al.* 2008; Cynthia & Beeton, 2009), and increased awareness of tourist expectations to avoid disappointing experiences (Connell & Meyer, 2009). Within this context, this literature-based paper aims to review the advent and evolution of film-induced tourism, in Indian perspective, especially for Bollywood.

Indian cinema finally found global mass appeal at the turn of the 21st century. As the world became a global village, the industry reached out further to international audiences. Apart from regular
screenings at major international film festivals, the overseas market contributes a sizeable chunk to Bollywood’s box office collections. Investments made by major global studios such as 20th Century Fox, Sony Pictures and Warner Bros were confirmation that Bollywood had etched itself on the global psyche.

A growing number of Indians are able to afford to take foreign holidays - a total of 12 million in 2009 (Lander, 2010).

Till sixties, Bollywood movies have traditionally been shot in the confinement of studios or in Mumbai. Gradually, it moved out to places like Kashmir, Simla and Darjeeling, which became signature and favourite locales of actors and directors, like Shammi Kapoor, B R Chopra and I S Johar to name a few. This was indeed one of the major attractions of cine goers, due to the limited exposure Indians enjoyed at that time in terms of advertising and promotion. Post liberalization in 1990s, with the growth of Indian IT and ITES industry, many of the employees from the middle class started going abroad for both short term and long term. At the same time, Yash Chopra found a success formula with his block buster hit Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge (DDLJ), where Indian viewers got an opportunity to have a glimpse of Europe and UK from a touristic point of view. There was no looking back for Indian youth from then on. They got umpteen opportunities to realize their dreams of a lifetime, working abroad and globetrotting. This socio-economic change in the earning and exposure also caught the fancy of Global Multinationals, who started recognizing a mammoth pool of Indian middle class spenders. With their growing spending power and shrinking old saving habits, they had more disposable income than ever. Hence, they wanted to experience quality products and services, which were available in abundance.

In the meanwhile, there was a significant slow-down in the world economy, especially in the last decade, with multiple tragedies like 9/11 and other catastrophes. India among the few countries still had much lesser impact; hence all the roads started leading towards this part of the world. Tourism is extremely sensitive to all kinds of volatility, be it political, social or economic, even long spells of bad weather or natural disaster can bring curtains down to the local tourism industry in the affected areas. When there was a
significant drop in the real estate and consumer spending in US and Europe, Indian tourists who have been insulated so far from the recession have caught attention of National Tourism Boards across the world. These NTOs were looking at some new vehicles for promoting their respective destinations to attract the Indian travellers.

Indian Film industry produces almost double of Hollywood’s yearly production. It continues to be one of the most popular sources of entertainment for Indians, often referred to as Cinema and Cricket crazy fans. In 2009, India produced a total of 2961 films on celluloid, that included 1288 feature films and more than 13,000 movies seat a daily rush of nearly 15 million people (Childers, 2002). Many movies are simultaneously released in several of India’s 16 official languages. However, the most popular are the Hindi language movies, considering the fact that Hindi is the national language and has a wide base across the country. Although Indian movies have had their presence in the international arena for more than 50 years, Bollywood, as Hindi Film industry is popularly called, has recently become an international phenomenon (Aftab, 2002; Childers, 2002; Dudrah, 2006; Rajghatta, 2008). During the post liberalization phase of Indian economy, post 1990, a new genre of Bollywood movies were made, where the canvas spread beyond Indian locations showcasing offshore destinations.

Bollywood is deep-rooted in the psyche of Indians and the films have a huge influence on Indians when deciding on their next holiday destination (Cineswami, 2012). With a booming economy and expanding middle class, India currently adds approx. 40 million people to its middle class each year, it is certainly a tourism market of great potential. It is being considered as one of the fastest growing markets for the countries like Australia, South Africa, UK, Spain and Ireland in addition to traditional destinations like Dubai, Singapore or Thailand. Most of the Bollywood blockbusters produced in last 2-3 years were filmed at the locales in these countries. There were approximately 9 million foreign trips taken by Indians last year and this number is expected to grow to around 50 million by the year 2020 (Tourism Australia, 2012).
Films also have a positive impact on tourism, increase place recognition and have a powerful effect on viewers in terms of influencing their next holiday destinations (Baker, 2007). Film-induced tourism has been defined as “tourist visits to a destination or attraction as a result of the destination featured on the cinema screen, video or television” (Busby & Klug, 2001). Many researchers (Mayo, 1973; Mayo & Jarvis, 1981) have clearly stated that the perceptions of destinations and the purchase decisions are positively linked, indicating that the image of a destination is a key selection factor (Woodside & Lyonski, 1989).

Globally, tourism is considered a high-potential sector in terms of its contribution in field of employment generation and economic growth. In recent times, there have been fragmented efforts in the field of Film Tourism research globally and very scant attention focused on to the Hindi Film Industry from India or Bollywood, as it is popularly known. There have been dedicated and committed efforts by various National Tourism Boards to entice Bollywood to film their movies in their respective regions and countries. Most recent example comes across as Zindgi Na Milegi Dobara (ZNMD), where Spanish countryside and its offbeat tourist attractions were given a generous and extensive coverage (Spain wants Indian Tourists, Filmmakers). We may call it the first true “Travel Fiction” from the stable of Hindi Film Industry of India. The film shooting unit is not only a big ticket spender (short term revenue) since they stay for months at various locations, but it also contribute towards the publicity and promotion (long term prosperity), which lure film obsessed Indians to visit such destinations.

Tourism Boards and NTOs have been encouraging the use films as a medium for destination promotion since a blockbuster has a longer shelf life in the minds and hearts of film crazy Indians. New Zealand shot into prominence with Bollywood blockbuster Kaho Na Pyaar Hai (KNPH). Success of the movie and striking visuals led to an unprecedented tourist rush from India to the Land of Long White Cloud, where authorities had to increase the immigration counter size almost by ten folds.
Bollywood’s Influence on Tourism

While a picture speaks a thousand words, a video speaks a million! And Bollywood impacts almost a billion of its ardent fans and followers spread across the globe.

With Indians living in most of the habitable places on the earth, Bollywood or Indian Hindi Film Industry has become a religion of masses, irrespective of race, cast or creed. Films have been an integral to Indian household, since independence, when they were gradually accepted as a moral medium of entertainment for the family as a whole. Actors have enjoyed unparalleled popularity, more than anyone else, be it a sports star, business person or politician.

In the centenary year of Indian Film industry, it is established that Bollywood has a big influence on Indians when choosing their next holiday destination. Once Indian films moved out of studio setting, locales like Patnitop in Kashmir had become a major honeymoon resort due to the umpteen love songs filmed there in the sixties and seventies. People from all over the country used to throng to Queen’s Necklace at Marine Drive or Juhu Chowpatty, which symbolized Mumbai in films. Internationally, Switzerland's exposure in Indian films made it one of the most sought after destinations, for both film-makes as well as Indian tourists, in last four decades. So much is the influence of Indian film tourism in Switzerland; one could even have Indian meals with a menu in Indian languages there. Another Bollywood blockbuster of 2000, *Kaho Na Pyaar Hai* (*KNPH*), shot extensively in New Zealand, sent an unprecedented wave of Indian tourists there, forcing them expanding the immigration counter to 5,000 sq. ft. from original 500 square feet.

Raj Kapoor was one of the first Indian directors to shoot a Bollywood film in an international location when he filmed part of his 1964 hit, *Sangam*, in foreign locales like Venice, Paris and Switzerland (First foreign treat, 2012). For more than forty years, Bollywood's producers and directors have favoured the pristine backdrop of Switzerland for their films and made it a favourite international destination featured in Bollywood movies. One of the most famous of the Bollywood filmmakers of recent times, Yash
Chopra, made a point of including this fairy land in virtually all his films. He had covered its high Alpine meadows, shot around its serene lakes, and shown his main protagonists romancing in its charming towns, to convey an ideal of sunshine, happiness and tranquillity. In the process, he had created an enormous curiosity about things Swiss in the generations of middle-class Indians, who are now affluent enough to travel there in search of their dreams. Swiss tourism officials and their Indian counterparts have been wisely capitalizing on their obsession. Number of nights spent by Indian tourists in Switzerland, who travel mostly in summers, has gone up to 350,000 annually.

Another trend started with *Dilwale Dulhaniya Le Jayenge* (DDLJ) in the 90's, showcasing beautiful landscapes of Europe, from Britain to Swiss country-side. The horizon was further widen with Bollywood intruding into new territories like Poland and Finnish Lapland of Rovaniemi (*Fanaa*), Korea (*Gangster*), Victoria in Australia (*Salaam Namaste*), Brazil (*Dhoom II*), Scotland and Cuba (*EkTha Tiger*), Ras Al Khaimahin UAE (*Deewane Hue Pagal, 36 China Town*), Malaysia (*Don II*) and South Africa (*Race*).

**Reliving Bollywood through Film-Induced Tourism**

In a country like India, it has been well established that Bollywood films do help in selling holidays. While Spain has been amongst the biggest tourism destinations worldwide, but never been a popular choice for Indians as an exclusive destination. However, egged by the popularity of 2011 Bollywood blockbuster, ZNMD, one of India’s leading tour operators, SOTC, started a seven-day Spain package, highlighting the La Tomatina festival and other adventurous activities depicted in the film, a maiden effort by any Indian company to organize a trip to the international festival made popular by a film. ZNMD’s influence is evident as companies are getting increased queries from couples and youngsters, who want to try adventure and experience its culture as shown in this film.

One of the best and unique tributes to Bollywood and Yash Chopra was given by Swiss Tourism when they started a special tour called Enchanted Journeys, ranging from seven to nineteen days (*Tagliabue, 2010*). This tour, launched in 2010, gives the travellers
an opportunity to visit all the Swiss locales where Yash Raj Films (YRF) was shot, including Chandni, Darrand and DDLJ. During this twelve-day trip, travellers get the opportunity to watch the DVDs of prominent YRF film scenes, shot in Switzerland, while travelling from site to site, to relive their favourite Swiss moments. Since its launch, Enchanted Journey has already got more than seventy enrolments.

Another example, with the success of “Krissh” in 2006, Singapore Tourism Board had launched a special tour package named after the movie (TNN, 2006). It was the first big budget Bollywood film shot extensively in Singapore, highlighting its main tourist attractions like Sentosa Island, Singapore Zoo in addition to its skyline full of sky scrapers. Even neighbouring Hong Kong Tourism Board has plans to develop a dedicated tour packages with locales and attractions featured in Bollywood films.

Britain got immensely benefited with Bollywood blockbusters like DDLJ, Pardes, Kabhi Alvida Na Kehna and Namaste London. One of the most popular filming destinations for Bollywood, other than Switzerland, Indian films are worth approximately GBP 20 million annual revenue to London’s economy. British Tourism Authority is pitching high on Bollywood through innovative "Bollywood Map of Britain", targeting Indian tourists who would be like to make a pilgrimage there. It covers locations like the Waddesden Manor and Blenheim Palace, used extensively for the shooting of Kabhie Khushie Kabhie Gham (K3G) and other spots got famous by their repeated occurrences in Bollywood movies. This move would allow Bollywood buffs to walk the paths of the now famous British locales and relive their favourite Bollywood moments.

Hong Kong government has established a Television and Entertainment Licensing Authority (TELA) to facilitate filming services and act as Single Point of Contact (SPOC) for the production houses (Chu, 2009). Many Bollywood films already were shot in Hong Kong, like Naam, Gunraah, Company and Awarapan. Hong Kong Tourism Board and TELA are focusing on Indian film makers to use the diverse locales of their city as shooting backdrops. Their strategy seems to be working as in
recent times; Hong Kong has recorded a 24.7 per cent growth in Indian visitors (Gursahani, 2008).

**All the Roads Lead to Bollywood**

Bollywood is the most popular definition of the Hindi films from India. Selling almost double the tickets annually than Hollywood, it showcases themes from all over the world. Hence, it has become an emerging battle among Tourism Boards to rope in to the Bollywood saga.

Over the past two decades, Indian film industry and Bollywood in particular, has been going places, quite literally. Films are being shot globally, from neighbouring Sri Lanka to distant New Zealand to UAE, Egypt, South Africa, UK and USA. In its wake, the footfalls in the respective locations that the films been shot at have multiplied over time. Close on the heels of these successes are international tourism boards, who have seized every opportunity to showcase the 'must sees' and 'must do’s' in their respective regions. Tourist organisations are competing against each other whilst trying to seduce Indian tourists to be attracted to their specific destination or attraction. In recent times, nearly every international tourism board that entered the Indian market tried wooing the Bollywood by providing incentives, hassle-free single window clearances and even assistance in conducting a reconnaissance of probable locations.

The success of Switzerland in Bollywood has now enticed newer entrant, like Finnish Tourism Board (FTB), to organize the tours for Bollywood's film production teams to familiarize them with the Finnish landscape. In addition to the easy permission and other non-tangible benefits, FTB has also proposed location subsidies for Bollywood. Their idea is to sell the Land of Midnight Sun to Indian tourists by bringing it under Bollywood's arch lights. With the advantage of having a direct flight between Helsinki and India, FTB should expect a trail of Bollywood fans reaching Santa’s land for their holidays. Helsinki City Tourist and Convention Bureau is offering assistance to Film units in dealing with practical issues such as site selection and even closure of streets for certain film shoots. FTB is in the process of setting up a dedicated film commission to aid foreign film productions. A Bollywood
blockbuster could generate for Finland the awareness that would otherwise take many years being relatively new destination.

Buoyant with the success of films like ‘Kal Ho Na Ho’ and ‘Kabhi Alvida Na Kahna’, in October 2008, representation from Mayor's Office of Film, Theatre and Broadcasting (MOFTB) New York, came to meet the leaders of India's film industry. The goal behind this outreach was to highlight the benefits of filming in New York which would ultimately result in increased tourist inflow from India. MOFTB acts as a one stop shop for all production needs in New York City, including free permits, free public locations and free police assistance to production companies and film houses.

Another delegation from Tourism Ireland visited India, in early 2012, to meet with key tour operators and film production teams, to ensure their continued share from this emerging tourism market. Tourism Ireland has been capitalizing on the success of Bollywood blockbuster, EkTha Tiger, shot in Dublin in 2011 and watched by over 20 million people in India alone. With the footage shot in Dublin, Tourism Ireland hopes to generate enough curiosity among Indians, resulting in increased footfalls to the filming locations (Ryan, 2012).

Interestingly off-beat destinations like Fiji, Ukraine, Muscat and Israel have expressed their keen interest in roping in the Indian films industry as well. A rebate of 47% on local spend is offered by Fiji Tourism Commission to shoot at its 315 Virgin Islands (Novaro, 2011). Poland, where parts of the film Fanaa were shot, is making efforts to tap Bollywood production houses, realizing the power and influence of Bollywood’s magic on Indian tourists. Even the Latin American countries like Brazil and Colombia have been trying to woo Indian Film industry, despite logistic challenges, in terms of distance and lack of convenient air connectivity. Cuba has tasted its first success when part of Ek Tha Tiger was shot at its locales, capturing its rich lifestyle along with the scenic beauty.

According to the estimates drawn by Tourism Australia, about 50 million Indians are expected to travel overseas by 2020. India, one of the world's fastest growing outbound travel markets, is a toast of international tourism boards. When the world is still reeling under the effects of recession, tourism has been a big focus for most of the
governments like USA, which is making all possible efforts to encourage inbound tourism industry that provides one of the highest direct and indirect employment ratios to the local population. Australian government has also set its eyes on to Indian outbound tourist despite the air connectivity between the two countries being under-served with no direct non-stop flights. Preliminary analysis suggests that they would require an additional 345,000 seats by the year 2020 to cater to the expected demand for Australia from India. Indian arrivals to Australia have grown at a healthy compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 12.3 percent over the last decade. Indian market ranks as tenth inbound tourist market for Australia with around 148,000 visitors spending 867 million Australian dollars in 2011 alone. One of the world’s fastest growing outbound travel markets, India could rise in annual value to up to 2.3 billion Australian dollars and deliver 300,000 visitors annually, by the year 2020 (Tourism Australia, 2012).

Challenges
Films do have substantial impact on tourist choice of destinations but may not be the sole factor. Logistic framework like air connectivity and political stability also play an important role before finalizing on the preferred holiday destinations. Despite Bollywood films being shot in Cuba, Greece, Prague, Estonia and Russia, the above factors do pose major hindrances in making them a practical destination to travel. While travel to Spain is getting momentum with the success of ZNMD, a direct flight from major Indian gateway cities may swell these numbers, especially for youth and honeymooners.

Traditionally songs and dances have been integral to Bollywood films and they are often pictured in foreign locales. Some of these attractions have ‘blink and you miss’ appearance and difficult to register in viewers mind. Unless part of a specific storyline, there are no references made of such locations in the film, hence difficult for the viewers to identify the place, unless a prominent tourist attraction. Therefore tourism boards of Finland and Helsinki have made it clear to scrutinize the film scripts or story-line, in order to offer any assistance, to ensure proper recognition to their land and its attractions which would result in reaching the target viewers.
In Indian context, holiday or vacation is a family decision. A typical Indian family consists of four persons and both parents and children choose a destination suiting to their liking and requirements. Not all the films made in recent times are found suitable for viewing by Indian family as a whole, as some of the content may not be conducive for the Indian value system. In this entire game, the losers may be tourism boards who despite putting all the efforts in promoting their respective attractions may not receive the enough eyeballs.

Another challenge would be the limitations in quantifying the absolute numbers generated by film tourism alone. In the first scenario, the particular location or attraction may be already famous and frequented by tourists, like Eiffel Tower or Statue of Liberty. In such case, it would be difficult to ascertain if increase in tourist arrival was due to the impact of film’s success which was shot at these spots or locales were chosen due to their fame. We may term it a typical case of ‘Chicken and Egg Syndrome’. Even in the case where a relatively new destination or attraction started getting more footfalls after its depiction in one of the blockbuster, there could be other factors responsible like accessibility or affordability along with its fitment in the tourist itinerary.

Research Methodology, Findings and Suggestions

Academic research on film tourism has been around since the early 1990s, but the popularity and extensiveness of research in this area has increased in recent years (Beeton, 2010), with a number of studies examining the increase of visitor numbers to film locations (Beeton, 2005; Busby, Brunt, & Lund, 2003; Croy & Walker, 2003; Riley, Baker, & Van Doren, 1998; Riley & Van Doren, 1992; Tooke & Baker, 1996).

Tookes and Bakers’ (1996) study concentrated on effects of motion picture film on tourism through material from academic researches, journals and newspapers. In case of Bollywood, there is hardly any study or material is available on Film Induced Tourism. Most of the information available on internet is in the form of various articles and news items, courtesy independent writers as well as National Tourism Board.
Hence we have used the internet liberally to substantiate the numbers and influence. This paper concentrates on the theoretical
issues and previous studies related to movie-induced tourism. Since only a limited amount of literature is available on movie-induced tourism scenario in India, through this research paper, we have tried establishing connect between the movies and their influence on tourist’s choice of destination. We have taken Indian Hindi movies (or Bollywood) journey from Studios to the Outdoors with the reasoning behind the move. This paper also covers the changes or evolution of Indian middle class and its influence on Bollywood as well as film makers selection of filming destination(s) or vice versa. Films or movies as they are now commonly referred to while not produced with the prime intent of inducing people to visit destinations as tourists nonetheless enhance the awareness, appeal and profitability of locations through the power of imagery and fantasy of story that they portray (Macionis, 2004). A growing body of evidence from authors such as Hudson and Ritchie (2006), Beeton (2005), Riley et al. (1998), Tooke and Baker (1996) and Butler (1990) support this phenomenon of tourists visiting particular destinations because of their association with particular films.

Films or movies provide us with a window into other places that broaden our knowledge and can fuel our desire to travel. Further, films are not always shot in the place where they are portraying on screen. This has become a common occurrence (especially in countries such as Ireland) and it is not unusual for a film to be made in a completely different country from that it portrays. In Bollywood film such occurrence are regular, such as movie like ‘Hum Dil De Chuke Sanam’, where Hungary (Budapest) has been shown as Italy.

**Conclusion**

The main purpose of movies is not to promote filming locations as tourist destination, but several studies around the world have shown that people are attracted to the locations that they have seen in movies (Riley & Van Doren 1992; Tooke & Baker 1996; Riley, Baker & Van Doren 1998; Busby & Klug 2001; Iwashita 2008).

One of the key indicators of the rise in number of Indians with higher disposable income is the surge in number of outbound travellers from India. In the past, Indians were travelling to
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traditional destinations like Singapore, Thailand, Sri Lanka, Malaysia and UAE, in addition to USA and UK that had been frequented on account of friends and family travel. However there has been a growing interest among travellers to newer destinations like Spain, Scotland, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. Closer probes by the tourism industry professional have revealed that Bollywood movies shot in these locales are instrumental in enticing tourists to realize their favourite celluloid dreams.

Although most motion picture films are not produced with the prime intent of inducing people to visit locations, it has been stated that this medium can enhance the awareness, appeal and profitability of locations through the power of imagery and the fantasy of the story (Riley & Van Doren, 1992; Couldrey, 1998; Beeton, 2001; Croy & Walker, 2003).

Films are a fantastic vehicle to promote a destination. There are four factors where films score in destination promotion: free advertising for the destination; gives more authenticity against the hard-selling factor of official media campaigns; reaching a wide target audience and address deep, intrinsic feelings and connect them with a real place (Roesch & Stefan, 2009).
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